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Abstract
A novel idea of the direct detection to search for a ultralight dark matter based on the
interaction between the dark matter and a nucleon is proposed. Solar system bodies
feel the dark matter wind and it acts as a resistant force opposing their motions. The
astronomical ephemeris of solar system bodies is so precise that it has a strong capability
to detect a dark matter whose mass is much lighter than O(1) eV. We have estimated the
resistant force based on the calculation of the elastic scattering cross section between
the dark matter and the bodies beyond the Born approximation, and show that the
astronomical ephemeris indeed put a very strong constraint on the interaction between
the dark matter and a nucleon, depending on how smoothly the ultralight dark matter
is distributed at the scale smaller than the celestial bodies in our solar system.
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1 Introduction
There is no doubt about the existence of dark matter in our universe [1], however its nature
still remains as one of the biggest mysteries of particle physics. Even if we postulate that the
dark matter is an elementary particle, its mass is allowed to be in between 10−22 eV [2] and
the Planck scale. Historically, the dark matter mass around the electroweak scale has been
intensively searched for because the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) hypothesis
has an excellent motivation. Among several strategies to search for the dark matter, the
direct dark matter detection is known to be an efficient one based on the interaction between
the dark matter and a nucleon, and indeed the dark matter in the well-motivated WIMP mass
region#1 is efficiently searched for at direct detection experiments. Since no robust signal
of the dark matter is yet obtained, the experiments currently put a very severe constraint in
this mass region [5]. As a result, the dark matter with its mass outside the well-motivated
WIMP region attracts more attention than before. In particular, a light dark matter whose
mass is less than a few GeV is recently being studied well, and several ideas of the direct
detection to search for such a light dark matter have been proposed. For instance, the NEWS
collaboration has proposed the use of various gas detectors (e.g. Helium to Xenon), which
can search for a light dark matter with the mass around O (0.1)GeV [6]. There are even
ideas to search for a very light dark matter whose mass can be as light as O (1) keV [7].
In this paper, we propose an idea of the direct detection to search for a even lighter dark
matter based on the interaction between the dark matter and a nucleon, where the dark
matter mass can be much lighter than O (1) eV. Such an ultralight dark matter is motivated
because, e.g. there is a possibility to solve the so-called small scale structure crisis in our
universe when its mass is as small as 10−22 eV [2, 8]. The other motivation is from its stability
and abundance at the present universe. When the dynamics of the ultralight dark matter
is governed by interactions suppressed by a new physics scale (Λ) at very high energy, its
lifetime becomes much longer than the age of the universe. Moreover, its abundance is
naturally explained by the coherent oscillation of the dark matter field [8]: The field starts
oscillating when the Hubble parameter becomes comparable to the dark matter mass (m)
with the initial amplitude being around Λ, and the abundance is estimated to be ΩDMh
2 ∼
0.1 (Λ/1015 GeV)2 (m/10−14 eV)1/2. Hence, we discuss the direct detection of the ultralight
dark matter in the wide range of the dark matter mass and the new physics scale.
The basic idea is the use of celestial bodies (Sun, Saturn, Earth, Moon) as target martials
of the direct detection of the ultralight dark matter. The bodies feel the dark matter wind
because our solar system moves with respect to the rest frame of the dark matter halo, so that
the scattering off the dark matter acts as a resistant force opposing their motions. In fact,
there are three advantages to consider this system to detect the dark matter. First, though
the momentum transfer at each scattering is tiny, O (mv) with v ∼ 250 km/s being the
typical velocity of the dark matter around the solar system, the dark matter flux is inversely
proportional to the dark matter mass m. The momentum transfer per unit time hence does
not depend on m. Next, since the de Broglie wavelength of the dark matter is O (2pi/(mv)),
which can be as large as the size of the celestial bodies, huge coherent enhancement is
expected at the spin-independent scattering, as is usually considered in the direct WIMP
detection [9]. Finally, the resistance force affects the orbital motions of the celestial bodies,
and those are precisely measured because of the astronomical ephemeris [10, 11].
#1To be more precise, the WIMP mass is constrained to be in between O (1)MeV [3] to O (100)TeV [4] from
the phenomenological viewpoint, though the most well-motivated mass region is O (10)GeV to O (1)TeV from
the viewpoint of new physics models concerning the origin of the electroweak symmetry breaking.
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In the next section (section 2), we estimate the scattering cross section between the
ultralight dark matter and a celestial body. Here, one might expect the so-called N 2 en-
hancement of the cross section withN being the number of nucleons inside the target. It is
however not always true, because a simple perturbative estimate is broken down when the
interaction between the dark matter and a nucleon is not very suppressed and/or the target
involves a huge number of nucleons like a celestial body. We show how the non-perturbative
effect can be taken into account. In section 3, we apply the result of the previous section
to the direct detection of the ultralight dark matter. We discuss how the interaction be-
tween the dark matter and a nucleon is efficiently searched for because of the astronomical
ephemeris. Finally, section 4 is devoted to summary and discussion of our study.
2 Scattering off a celestial body
We estimate the scattering cross section between the ultralight dark matter and a celestial
body in this section. Since we are focusing on the direct detection of the dark matter, we
postulate the following interaction between the dark matter (φ) and a nucleon (N):
Lint = cN2 φ
2N¯N , (1)
where the dark matter is assumed to be a boson (real scalar), because a fermionic dark
matter cannot be an ultralight dark matter due to the Tremaine-Gunn bound [12]. We im-
pose a Z2 symmetry not to have a less-dimensional interaction, φN¯N , because it induces
a long-range force between a pair of nucleons and already severely constrained [13]. The
strength of the coupling constant cN depends on a concrete model behind the interaction.
For instance, if the model has an interaction
∑
q(mq/(2Λ
2))φ2q¯q (q and mq are a quark
field and its mass) assuming that the exchange of a heavy particle with its mass of the new
physics scale Λ induces this quark-level interaction, the coupling constant is estimated to
be cN ' ( fNmN/Λ2) with fN ' 0.3 and mN being the nucleon mass [14]. Note that the
scattering between the ultralight dark matter and an electron can also be considered in the
same manner. Its interaction is, however, expected to be (me/(2Λ2))φ2 e¯e (e and me are an
electron field and its mass), and it is much smaller than that with a nucleon. Hence, we do
not include the contribution from the electron scattering in this paper. With the interaction
in eq. (1), the scattering cross section between the dark matter and a nucleon is
dσN
d|~q|2 =
1
4m2v2
c2Nm
2
N
4pi(mN +m)2
' c
2
N
16pim2v2
, (2)
where m and v are the mass of the dark matter and the relative velocity between the dark
matter and a nucleon, respectively. The momentum transfer squared is denoted by |~q|2 and
it takes a value between 0 and 4m2v2. We take the non-relativistic limit to derive the above
cross section. Then, the total cross section is simply obtained to be σN ' c2N/(4pi).
Now, let us estimate the scattering cross section between the dark matter and a target
involving N nucleons according to the method used in the direct WIMP detection [15].
When we denote the wave function of the target to be |T 〉with the condition of the canonical
normalization of 〈T |T 〉= 1, the elastic scattering cross section is calculated to be
dσT
d|~q|2 '
c2N |〈T |N¯N |T 〉|2
16pim2v2
=
c2NN 2|F(q)|2
16pim2v2
=
c2NN 2
16pim2v2
∫ d3rρ(r)ei~q·~r2 , (3)
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where we assume that the target is much heavier than a nucleon, mT  mN . The so-called
form factor is denoted by F(q) and given by the Fourier transform of the distribution function
of nucleons inside the target, ρ(r), where it is normalized to be
∫
d3rρ(r) = 1. One might
expect that the huge number ofN ' mT/mN significantly increases the cross section, but it
is not always true. The above formula cannot be applied to the target with an extremely
hugeN , because it is based on a perturbative calculation. Note that the critical numberN
leading to the breakdown depends on the strength of the coupling constant cN .
Hence, we have to go beyond the perturbative calculation in order to resolve this prob-
lem. Fortunately, since we are discussing the non-relativistic scattering of a two-body sys-
tem, it is generally described by an appropriate Schrödinger equation. Then, we obtain the
correct scattering cross section between the ultralight dark matter and the target with an
extremely huge N by solving the equation without relying on the perturbative calculation.
With V (r) being the potential generated by the target, the Schrödinger equation is
−∇2
2m
+ V (r)

ψ(~r) = Eψ(~r), (4)
where we assume that the target is much heavier than the dark matter. The wave function
of the ultralight dark matter is denoted by ψ(~r), and it involves information of incoming
and outgoing (scattering) components. The kinetic energy carried by the incoming dark
matter particle is given by E = mv2/2. The explicit form of the potential is obtained by
comparing the cross section in eq. (3) with the solution of the Schrödinger equation at the
Born approximation [16, 17], which is given by dσT/d|~q|2 = (4piv2)−1|
∫
d3rV (r)ei~q·~r |2.
The explicit form of the potential in the Schrödinger equation is hence obtained as
V (r) = − cN
2m
N ρ(r). (5)
The overall sign is obtained by comparing the amplitudes instead of the cross sectoins.
The intuitive understanding of the coherent enhancement (macroscopic coherence) can
be obtained in the above picture using the Schrödinger equation. Since the target is com-
posed ofN nucleons, the potential is also rewritten by the form V (r) =∑i Vi(~r−~ri), where
~ri is the location of the ‘i-th’ nucleon inside the target and Vi(~r−~ri) = −cN/(2m)δ(~r−~ri).#2
The scattering cross section at the Born approximation is then obtained as follows:
dσT
d|~q|2 =
1
4piv2

∫
d3r
∑
i
Vi(~r − ~ri)ei~q·~ri

2
=
c2N
16pim2v2
∫ d3rN ρ(r)ei~q·~r2 , (6)
where ρ(r) ≡ N −1∑i δ(~r − ~ri) is the normalized distribution function of nucleons inside
the target. The coherent enhancement of the scattering cross section can be obviously seen
in the above equation. When |~q ·~ri|  1 holds for any i, the each nucleon potential Vi(~r−~ri)
additively contributes to the potential V (r) and it gives the enhancement factor of N 2.
The additive contribution is the typical property of the spin-independent scattering. On the
contrary, such an additive property is not expected at the spin-dependent scattering, because
each nucleon potential depends on the nucleon spin and nucleons inside the target are
usually not aligned. There is hence a cancellation among the contributions and no coherent
enhancement of N 2 is obtained. This picture also arrows us to intuitively understand the
breakdown of the Born approximation when the target involves a huge amount of nucleons;
more nucleons make the potential deeper when each contributes additively.
#2Since nucleons inside the target is assumed to be spherically distributed, V (r) depends only on r = |~r|.
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We are now at the position to estimate the scattering cross section between the ultralight
dark matter and a celestial body, which is achieved by solving the Schrödinger equation
beyond the Born approximation. In order to make our analysis concreate and easy, we
adopt the homogeneous distribution function of nucleons inside the celestial body:
ρ(r) =

3
4pir3T

θ (rT − r), (7)
where rT is the radius of the celestial body and θ (x) is the Heaviside step function. It is
then convenient to define the following dimensionless variables: ~x = mv~r, xT ≡ mvrT
and y ≡ [3|cN |N /(4pirT )]1/2, where xT is the de Broglie wavelength with respect to the
size of the celestial body rT , while y represents the strength of the interaction between the
ultralight dark matter and the celestial body, or in other words, the depth of the potential
created by the body. With the variables, the Schrödinger equation is rewritten as
−

∇2x + sign(cN ) y
2
x2T
θ (xT − |~x |)

ψ(~x) =ψ(~x). (8)
Let us first estimate the total scattering cross section σT . As we have mentioned above,
the scattering cross section is well described by the Born approximation when the interac-
tion is weak enough (in other words, y is small enough). Its explicit form is obtained by
integrating the differential scattering cross section (3) over the momentum transfer |~q|2:
σ
(B)
T (y, xT )' 4pir2T y4

1
9
θ
√√9
8
− xT

+
1
8x2T
θ

xT −
√√9
8

, (9)
where the Born approximation is validated in the domain of y ®
p
2 [18]. On the other
hand, when the interaction is not weak, the Born approximation can be applied only in the
large xT domain, namely xT ¦ y2/2 [18]. On the contrary, in the small xT domain xT ® 1,
σT is dominated by the s-wave contribution, and its explicit form is estimated to be
σ
(S)
T (y)' 4pir2T

y4
9
θ
 
3− y2+ θ  y2 − 3 . (10)
In the middle xT domain, though it is difficult to compute the total scattering cross section
analytically, there are some naive estimates. For instance, in the domain of y/
p
2 ® xT ®
y2/2, the so-called Eikonal approximation is used to estimate the cross section, and it leads
to σT ∼ 2pir2T [16]. In the other middle xT domain, 1 ® xT ® y/
p
2, the cross section is
estimated to be in between 2pir2T and 4pir
2
T assuming that the depth of the potential y is
much larger than xT [19]. In any case, whenever xT is smaller than y2/2, the cross section
turns out to be of the order of pir2T , so that we estimate σT using the following formula:
σT ' σ(S)T · θ (1− xT ) +σ(SB)T · θ (xT − 1)θ (xT − y2/2) +σ(B)T · θ (xT −max[1, y2/2]),
σSBT ≡ [{σ(B)T (y, y2/2)−σ(S)T (y)}/(y2/2− 1)](x − 1) +σ(S)T (y), (11)
where it can be used without respect to the overall sign of the potential in eq. (8). The
total cross section σT normalized by 4pir
2
T is depicted in Fig. 1 (left panel) as a function of
xT with y being fixed as 0.1, 1, 10, 10
2 or 103. The figure shows that the cross section is
saturated by 4pir2T when the depth of the potential is large enough (y  1) unlike a naive
expectation about the coherent enchantment of σT seen at the Born approximation.
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Figure 1: Left panel: The total scattering cross section (normalized by 4pir2T ) between the ultralight
dark matter and a celestial body as a function of xT (= mvrT ) with y(= [3|cN |N /(4pirT )]1/2) being
fixed as 0.1, 1, 10, 102 or 103. Right panel: The efficiencies of the momentum transfer in eq. (12)
for the cases of isotropic and Born scatterings as a function of xT . See text for more details.
Next, let us discuss the |~q|2 dependence of the cross section. The most important phys-
ical quantity here is the efficiency of the momentum transfer rather than the differential
scattering cross section itself, which appears in the formula of a resistant force opposing
motion of the celestial body, as shown in the next section. The efficiency is defined as
Q(xT )≡ 12x2T
∫ 4x2T
0
dz2z2

1
σT
dσT
dz2

, (12)
where z2 ≡ |~q|2r2T . When the scattering proceeds isotropically such as the s-wave contri-
bution, the efficiency gives one without depending on xT . On the other hand, when the
differential scattering cross section favors the forward scattering like the case of the Born
approximation in eq. (3), the efficiency gives a value smaller than one. The efficiencies for
these two cases (isotropic and Born scatterings) are shown in Fig. 1 (right panel) as a func-
tion of xT . In the middle xT domain with y  1, the naive estimates mentioned above
suggests that the efficiency is in between those of isotropic and Born scatterings. We apply
Q(xT ) of the Born scattering also to this domain, because it is difficult to compute Q(xT )
correctly in this domain. It gives a smaller efficiency than the actual one, making the con-
straint on the interaction between the ultralight dark matter and a celestial body (discussed
in the next section) conservative. The explicit form of Q(xT ) for the Born scattering is
Q(B)(xT )' θ (3− 4x2T ) + 38x2T − 3

1+ 2 ln

4x2T
3

θ (4x2T − 3). (13)
Since Q(B)(xT ) becomes one in the small xT domain as seen in Fig. 1 (right panel), it can
also be applied to this xT domain. After all, we can use it in the entire range of xT and y .
3 Direct detection of Ultralight dark matter
The physical quantity that we focus on in this section is the deceleration of a celestial body
caused by a resistant force opposing motion due to its scattering off the ultralight dark mat-
ter. We first discuss how the deceleration parameter is described by the scattering cross
section σT (y, xT ) and the efficiency of the momentum transfer Q(xT ) developed in the
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previous section. We next summarize observational limits on the deceleration parameter
obtained from the astronomical ephemeris. Finally, with the use of the results in these two
subsections, we put a limit on the spin-independent scattering cross section σN .
3.1 Deceleration of a celestial body
Taking the rest frame of a celestial body and assuming that the mass of the body (mT) is
much larger than the ultralight dark matter mass (m), the deceleration vector is
~a0 =
ρDM
mmT
∫
d3v f (~v)
∫
d|~q|2 ~q dσ
d|~q|2 v = ~nz
ρDM
mT
∫
d3v f (~v) vz vσT (y, xT )Q(xT ), (14)
where ~v is the velocity of the dark matter particle and v = |~v|. We assume that the dark
matter wind is mainly from the (positive) z direction, so that ~nz stands for a unit vector
along the z direction. The mass density of the dark matter particle at the solar system is
denoted by ρDM ' 0.3 GeV c−2 cm−3, while its velocity distribution is described by f (~v) with
the normalization being
∫
d3v f (~v) = 1. The explicit form of f (~v) is given by
f (~v)'

3
2piv20
3/2
exp

− 3
2v20
¦
v2x + v
2
y + (vz + vT )
2
©
θ

v2esc −
¦
v2x + v
2
y + (vz + vT )
2
©
.(15)
We adopt the standard halo model for f (~v) [20] neglecting the proper motion of each celes-
tial body for simplicity, where the velocity of the solar system with respect to the rest frame
of the dark matter halo, the velocity dispersion and the escape velocity of the dark matter
particle in the halo are vT = 244 km/s, vesc = 600 km/s and v0 ' 230 km/s, respectively.
The deceleration parameter a0 ≡ |~a0| is given by the integration of the product of the
two components, f (~v) vz v andσT (y, xT )Q(xT ), over the velocity of the dark matter particle
v. Because the former factor has a non-negligible value only at around v ∼ O (100) km/s
while the latter one is constant at xT = 2mvrT ® 1, the deceleration parameter a0 becomes
independent of the dark matter mass when m ® 10−10 (103 km/rT ) eV. The deceleration
parameter in this mass region is analytically expressed by the following formula:
a0 ' ρDMmT vT v0σ
(S)
T (y) g

vT
v0

,
g(x) =
1
9x3
√√ 6
pi
x(1+ 3x2)exp

−3x2
2

−  1− 6x2 − 9x4Erf√√3
2
x

, (16)
The deceleration parameter a0 for the sun and the moon caused by their scatterings off
ultralight dark matter particles in the halo are shown in the left and the right panels of Fig. 2,
respectively, on the plane of (m, y). As expected, the parameter a0 becomes independent of
m when it is small enough, and is described very well by the formula in eq. (16).
This is, however, not the end of the story concerning the deceleration parameter. When
the ultralight dark matter is very smoothly distributed at the scale much smaller than that of
the celestial bodies according to the velocity distribution in eq. (15), a further enhancement
of the deceleration is expected from the so-called stimulate emission effect of the ultralight
dark matter particle. The deceleration vector ~a0 in eq. (14) is then modified as
~a =
ρDM
mmT
∫
d3v f (~v)
∫
d|~q|2 ~q dσ
d|~q|2 v

1+ρDM
(2pi)3
m4
f (~v′)

, (17)
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Figure 2: The deceleration parameter a0 for the sun (left panel) and the moon (right panel), caused
by their scatterings off ultralight dark matter particles in the halo, on the plane of (m, y).
where ~v′ is the velocity of the dark matter particle after the scattering. Since the enhance-
ment factor is estimated to be (ρDM/m) (2pi)3/(mv0)3 ∼ 1037(10−10 eV/m)4, the decelera-
tion parameter is significantly boosted when the dark matter is much lighter than O (1) eV.
It is, however, worth notifying that the boost is suppressed when the dark matter is not
smoothly distributed at the small scale [21, 22]. In such a case, it becomes difficult to find
dark matter particles which have the same quantum number (velocity) as the one that the
dark matter particle scattered off has. As a result, the deceleration parameter a0 estimated
in eq. (17) should be regarded as the maximal deceleration that we can expect, while that
in eq. (14) gives the minimal one. Since the distribution of the ultralight dark matter at the
small scale is an issue still under debate, we simply introduce the so-called boost factor B
in order to take this effect into account in our analysis. The factor is then defined as
|~a|= B |~a0|, (18)
where the boost factor takes a value between 1≤ B ® (ρDM/m) (2pi)3/(mv0)3 at each mass
of the ultralight dark matter. Since the parameter y is related to the scattering cross section
between the dark matter and a nucleon through the equation y = [3|cN |N /(4pirT )]1/2 =
[9N 2/(4pir2T )]1/4σ1/4N with N ' mT/mN , the constraint on the deceleration parameter |~a|
obtained from the astronomical ephemeris is translated into that on the scattering cross
section σN . We will see in the following sections that the precise astronomical ephemeris
already put a severe constraint on σN even if the boost factor B is not large.
3.2 Limits from the astronomical ephemeris
The DE from NASA, USA [10] and the EPM from IAA RAS, Russia [11] are known to be high
precision ephemerides of solar system bodies, where the theoretical prediction about the
motion of the bodies are compared with a huge amount of observational data numerically.
We should hence implement the deceleration effect of the bodies (due to the ultralight dark
matter) into these ephemeris codes to precisely evaluate the effect, though it is beyond the
scope of this paper. Instead, we simply estimate the effect based on the following discussion.
First, since the motion of the solar system with respect to the rest frame of the dark matter
halo is much faster than the proper motion of each celestial body [20], we only consider
the deceleration effect caused by the motion of the solar system. Next, focusing on the
gravitationally bounded two-body system such as the sun and the earth, or the earth and
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the moon, we estimate the deceleration effect assuming that the dark matter wind comes
from the direction parallel to the orbital plane of the system.#3 Since the resistant force
caused by the dark matter is much smaller than the central force binding celestial bodies
in the system, the deceleration effect modifies the orbital motion perturbatively. To good
approximation, the celestial body is in the circular motion when the deceleration effect
does not exists, so that the velocity of the body (v∗) and the radius of the circular motion
(l∗) are individually preserved. When the deceleration effect exists, the velocity is gradually
modified as dv∗/d t ∼ |~a|. The celestial body is, however, still gravitationally bounded in the
system, so that it follows the Kepler’s low (l∗ v∗ ∼ const.) at certain extent in the perturbative
treatment of the resistance force. As a result, the radius of the motion is modified as
dl∗ ∼ dv∗ × (l∗/v∗)∼ a T × (l∗/v∗), (19)
where T is the duration of the observation at the astronomical ephemerides. Note here that
dl∗ does not means the average of the modification of the orbital motion from the circular
one but the maximal one caused by the resistance force during the observation.
The astronomical ephemerides addressed above put severe constraints on dl∗, the mod-
ification of the orbital motion. Since dynamics of the solar system observed so far is consis-
tent with known physics, we use the uncertainty of the distance between celestial bodies in
the bounded system as an upper limit on dl∗. According to references [10, 23, 24], the limit
on dl∗ for each bounded system as well as its v∗, l∗ and T are summarized as follows:
dl∗ [m] v∗ [m/s] l∗ [m] T [s]
Earth-Sun 1× 10 3× 104 2× 1011 3× 109
Saturn-Sun 5× 10 1× 104 1× 1012 3× 108
Moon-Earth 8× 10−3 1× 103 4× 108 1× 109
These upper limits on the modification dl∗ are directly translated into those on the deceler-
ation parameter |~a| through the estimate in eq. (19). We will see in the next subsection that
how strongly these limits put a severe constraint on the strength of the interaction (namely,
the scattering cross section) between the ultra-light dark matter and a nucleon.
3.3 Constraint on σN
We are now at the position to put a constraint on σN , the scattering cross section between
the ultralight dark matter and a nucleon. By comparing the deceleration parameter |~a|
estimated in Sec. 3.1 and the limits from the astronomical ephemeris in Sec. 3.2, we obtain
the constraint on the cross section σN as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3, where solid lines
are constraints as a function of the dark matter mass obtained with the boost factor being 103
to 1016 by one order of magnitude. The mass region 10−13 eV ® m ® 10−11 eV in the figure
is shaded by black, as it is already excluded by the so-called back hole superradiance [25,
#3Since the orbital plain is usually tilted by some degrees with respect to the direction of the solar system’s
move [20], the resistance force towards the direction parallel to the plane becomes weaker. We, however,
neglect such a effect, for it does not change the result of our order estimate. The resistance force towards the
direction perpendicular to the orbital plane leads to a harmonic oscillation of the orbit, and it does not gives
a sizable effect on the modification of the orbit compared to the force towards the parallel direction.
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Figure 3: Left panel: Constraint on the scattering cross section between the ultralight dark matter
and a nucleon (σN ) as a function of the ultralight dark matter mass (m). Solid lines are constraints
obtained with the boost factor B being 103 to 1016 by one order of magnitude. Right panel: The
same plot as the left one using the new physics scale Λ instead of σN , where these two variables are
related through the equation, σN = c2N/(4pi) with cN = fNmN/Λ
2, mentioned in Sec. 2. See text for
details of the black-shaded region in both panels as well as the magenta line in the right panel.
26]: The superradiant instability of spinning black holes exists due to the presence of the
ultralight dark matter field and it extracts angular momentum from the black holes, putting a
limit on the maximum spin of astrophysical black holes.#4 In order to intuitively understand
which energy scale the astronomical ephemeris is exploring, we also show the same plot in
the right panel of the figure with the new physics scale Λ instead of the cross section σN
using the relation, σN = c2N/(4pi) with cN = fNmN/Λ
2, addressed in the beginning of Sec. 2.
The magenta line in the figure is a theoretical prediction assuming that the abundance of
the ultralight dark matter at the present universe is determined by the coherent oscillation
of the dark matter field with the initial amplitude of Λ, as addressed in introduction.
It can be seen that the astronomical ephemeris has a strong capability to put a constraint
on σN even when the boost factor B is as small as 10
3. The qualitative feature of the
constraint can be understood as follows: When the cross section σN is large enough, the
constraint comes from a smaller celestial body, for the scattering cross section between
the celestial body and the dark matter is saturated by the geometrical factor and thus the
deceleration parameter becomes proportional to r2T/mT ∝ r−1T with rT and mT being the
radius and the mass of the body, respectively. On the other hand, when σN is not large,
a larger celestial body gives a severer constraint, because the scattering cross section is
boosted by the coherent enhancement and thus |~a| ∝ N 2/mT ∝ r3T . It is also interesting
to see that the new physics scale can be explored up to the Planck scale, Λ∼ 1018 GeV, when
the dark matter mass is less than 10−13 eV and the boost factor is larger than 1016.
4 Summary and Discussion
We have proposed a novel idea of the direct detection to search for the ultralight dark matter
based on the interaction between the dark matter and a nucleon; the precise astronomical
ephemeris has a strong capability to detect such a light dark matter, as celestial (solar sys-
tem) bodies feel the dark matter wind and it acts as a resistant force opposing their motions.
#4If the mass of the dark matter is about 6× 10−13 eV, it may be possible to explain the spin-less nature of
the black holes observed at the advanced LIGO utilizing the effect of the black hole superradiance [27].
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We have estimated the resistant force (deceleration parameter) based on the calculation of
the elastic scattering cross section between the dark matter and the celestial bodies beyond
the Born approximation, and shown that the astronomical ephemeris indeed put a strong
constraint on the interaction between the dark matter and a nucleon. The idea observing
the resistance force can also be applied to other targets. For example, a torsion balance
experiment on the ground will observe the force more accurately [28], and it enables us
to detect the ultralight dark matter with mass heavier than 10−18 eV. Another example is a
gravitational experiment (e.g. the LISA project [29]), where the force could be measured
very accurately within the certain range of the ultralight dark matter mass.
We have also pointed out that the constraint depends on how smoothly the ultralight
dark matter is distributed at the scale smaller than the celestial bodies because of the stim-
ulated emission effect. Thanks to the macroscopic coherence of the scattering between the
dark matter and a celestial body, the resistance force becomes observable even if the boost
factor caused by the stimulated emission effect is not large. On the other hand, this fact also
means that, if the boost factor is huge, it may be even possible to observe the scattering with-
out the macroscopic coherence like the case of axion like particles. According to the analysis
developed in this paper, we obtain the following perspective. Suppose that the ultralight
dark matter does not have the scalar interaction in eq. (1) but has some other interactions
with a nucleon, the dark matter is expected to have, at least, the scattering cross section of
O (M−2pl )∼ 10−76 km2 with a celestial body, which is 1082−87 times smaller than that we have
discussed in this paper. On the other hand, when the dark matter is smoothly distributed
at the small scale, the boost factor can be as large as 1037 (10−10 eV/m)4. As a result, the
resistance force becomes observable if the dark matter mass is as small as 10−22 eV.
There are a few discussions which makes our analysis accurate. First one is the effect of
the inelastic scattering between the ultralight dark matter and a celestial body. Some read-
ers might worry about that the inelastic scattering cross section (σr) becomes larger than
the elastic scattering cross section (σe) and suppresses the resistance force evaluated in this
paper. Fortunately, according to a generic property of the quantum mechanics (Sec. 139 in
Ref. [18]), a situation σr  σe occurs only when both elastic and inelastic interactions are
small. Then, we can use the Born approximation and the elastic scattering is not affected by
the existence of the inelastic scattering, for these two processes are not interfered with each
other. On the other hand, when the inelastic scattering becomes larger, the elastic scatter-
ing also becomes larger. In other words, the presence of the inelastic scattering necessarily
involves that of the elastic scattering at the same time, and the certain strength of the re-
sistance force is expected to be obtained. Moreover, when the inelastic scattering is large,
a large portion of the energy used to alter the internal structure of the celestial body will
make the body heated, and it gives another severe constraint on the interaction between
the dark matter and a nucleon [30]. The other discussion is about the initial state of the
ultralight dark matter. In our analysis, the ultralight dark matter was assumed to preserve a
particle picture, and each scattering process was treated independently. On the other hand,
if the initial state of the dark matter is much entangled quantum mechanically, our formula
would be required to be modified. We leave this problem for future study.
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